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Conversations with Filmmakers 2018-04
a selection of 400 black and white photographs taken by tina bara between 1983 and 1989
in east berlin the old gdr and other travels comprises this artists book documentary
photographs on a clandestine trip to russia forbidden scenes from the veb buna chemical
plant and observations of punks and other young rebels are interwoven with intense full
body and portrait photographs of her friends as well as a photographic love story combined
with texts in the form of subtitles this poignant body of work captures a cinematic like
quality bara also shares her search for feminine identity within the subversive melancholy
rebellion against east germanys dictatorial system her photographs convey the collective
need to break out of a monotonous system repressive of individuality and self will that no
longer exist this visual diary captures a moment right before the collapse of an entire
political and ideological system

Fifty Filmmakers 2015-03-21
this book is an extensive collection of original interviews with 50 noted filmmakers
conducted over a seven year period expressly for this project the interviews cover various
aspects of film production biographical information and the interviewees favorite or most
influential films filmmakers interviewed include highly respected auteurs richard linklater
wim wenders b movie greats roger corman lloyd kaufman and well renowned documentary
directors d a pennebaker albert maysles each entry includes a brief biography and
filmography while dozens of personal photographs promotional materials and film stills
appear throughout the work

Conversations with Directors 2008
founded in 1973 the journal literature film quarterly has featured interviews with some of
the most prominent and influential filmmakers from around the world in conversations with
directors the journal s coeditors have assembled an exciting collection of interviews
spanning 35 years interviewees include directors like robert wise billy wilder frank capra
federico fellini william friedkin and robert altman organized chronologically each interview
is preceded by a short introduction that establishes a contemporary context along with
providing the reader with a clear sense of the interview s primary concerns usefully
illuminating the many fascinating and sometimes surprising points of connection and
difference between the directors

Conversations with Filmmakers Series 199?
interviews with the oscar winning director of the hurt locker and many other films

Kathryn Bigelow 2013-07-29
a collection of interviews with the russian filmmaker who directed andrei roublev solaris
and the mirror
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Andrei Tarkovsky 2006
a collection of interviews which provides an unusually intimate look at how a major
filmmaker has developed her craft both in front of and behind the camera

Liv Ullmann 2006
american filmmaker john cassavetes 1929 1989 made only nine independent films during a
quarter century but those films affected the cinema culture of the 1960s to the 1980s in
unprecedented ways with a close nucleus of actors and crew members on his team including
his wife gena rowlands peter falk and ben gazzara cassavetes created films that explored
the gritty side of human relationships he staunchly advocated the right of actors and
filmmakers to full artistic freedom over their work attracting both fervent admirers and
harsh critics cassavetes s films have garnered prestigious awards in the us and europe and
continue to evoke strong reactions starting in new york with his first film shadows 1959
cassavetes moved on to the west coast with faces 1968 husbands 1970 minnie and
moskowitz 1971 a woman under the influence 1974 the killing of a chinese bookie 1976
opening night 1977 gloria 1980 and love streams 1984 he also directed several studio films
which often rankled his independent streak that rebelled against a loss of artistic freedom
cassavetes s work in the theater and his performances in numerous television programs and
films including the dirty dozen 1967 and rosemary s baby 1968 made him as a director
fiercely protective of his actors right to self expression cassavetes s contributions to film as
actor writer director producer and cinematographer at a time of radical changes in cinema
history continue to inspire independent filmmakers to challenge creative restrictions and
celebrate actors artistic contributions john cassavetes interviews captures this maverick
streak of an intensely personal filmmaker who was passionate about his art

John Cassavetes 2016-07-28
diverse in their art paradoxically more celebrated abroad than they are at home african
filmmakers eke out their visions against a backdrop of complex historical social economic
and political practices the richness of their accomplishments emerge with compelling clarity
in this book in which african filmmakers speak candidly about their work featuring
interviews with key personalities from a variety of nations questioning african cinema
provides the most extensive comprehensive account ever given of the origins practice and
implications of filmmaking in africa speaking with pioneers med hondo souleymane cissé
and kwaw ansah renowned feature filmmakers djibril mambéty haile gerima and safi faye
and award winning younger filmmakers idrissa ouedraogo cheick oumar sissoko and jean
pierre bekolo n frank ukadike identifies trends and individual practices even as he surveys
the evolution of african cinema and addresses the politics and problems of seeing africa
through an african lens situating the unique achievement of each filmmaker within the
geographic historical social and political context of african cinema he also explores
questions about acting distribution and exhibition history theory and criticism video based
television production and television s relationship to independent film
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Questioning African Cinema 2002
one of the most talented and imaginative artists of independent cinema gus van sant
established himself with a number of important movies of the late 1980s and early 1990s
beginning with mala noche the 1986 gay classic of personal film expression followed by two
key works of the american indie movement drugstore cowboy and my own private idaho van
sant films often feature characters on the borders of mainstream society subsequent films
included hits misses and a notorious remake of psycho regardless of the critical or
commercial response to his work van sant has maintained a vision that is unique among
contemporary filmmakers conversations with gus van sant is the first critical study to
include both extensive original interviews with the director as well as discussions of his
entirebody of work the exchanges between film scholar mario falsetto and the indie
filmmaker cover fifteen films directed by van sant over a period of thirty years throughout
these discussions van sant talks candidly about each film s production history visual style
editing patterns and creative soundwork the director also expounds on his work with actors
the relationship of independent filmmakers to the wider film industry and many other
subjects related to his filmmaking process the conversations examine the rich thematic
explorations of van sant s films which often revolve around the search for love and
community on the margins of society and feature a fascination with death from experimental
films such as gerry last days elephant and paranoid park where van sant rebooted his
understanding of cinema and his relationship to the hollywood film industry to milk and
promised land this book explores the rich network of meanings in the director s work by
melding the author s critical perspective with the filmmaker s own ideas conversations with
gus van sant creates a wider perspective on one of the most iconoclastic and imaginative
directors of the last thirty years

Conversations with Gus Van Sant 2015-03-12
collected interviews with the american independent film director of permanent vacation
stranger than paradise and ghost dog the way of the samurai

Jim Jarmusch 2001
featuring interviews with 27 award winning and emerging filmmakers this book is the first
comprehensive look at independent filmmaking careers in south east asia with never before
published insights into the lives and careers of some of the most influential filmmakers in
one of the world s most exciting screen production regions celebrating filmmaking in south
east asia the interviews offer unique perspectives that highlight the various paths
filmmakers have taken to establish and develop their independent filmmaking careers
presenting filmmakers whose films span narrative documentary and experimental genres
and from all ten south east asian nations the filmmakers in this collection include camera d
or winner anthony chen sundance grand jury prize nominee mouly surya netpac award
winner sheron dayoc brunei s first female director siti kamaluddin directors of the wathann
festival thaiddhi and thu thu shein lao s only female and first horror film director mattie do
aimed at aspiring filmmakers with a focus on career building outside of global production
hubs meißner has curated a collection of interviews that reflects the diversity and ambition
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of filmmaking in south east asia the book is accompanied by a companion website
southeastasianfilmcareers com that includes 27 micro documentaries on the included
filmmakers

Independent Filmmaking in South East Asia
2021-03-03
since the late 1960s films from latin america have won widening audiences in north america
and europe until now no single book has offered an introduction to the diverse personalities
and practices that make up this important regional film movement in cinema and social
change in latin america julianne burton presents twenty interviews with key figures of latin
american cinema covering three decades and ranging from argentina to mexico interviews
with pioneers fernando birri nelson pereira dos santos and glauber rocha renowned feature
filmmakers tomás gutiérrez alea and carlos diegues prize winning documentarists patricio
guzmán and helena solberg ladd among others endeavor to balance personal achievement
against the backdrop of historical political social and economic circumstances that have
influenced each director s career presented also are conversations that cast light on the
related activities of acting distribution theory criticism and film based community
organizing more than their counterparts in other regions of the world latin american artists
and intellectuals acknowledge the degree to which culture is shaped by history and politics
since the mid 1950s a period of rising nationalism and regional consciousness talented
young artists and activists have sought to redefine the uses of the film medium in the latin
american context questioning the studio and star systems of the hollywood industrial model
these innovators have developed new forms content and processes of production
distribution and reception the specific approaches and priorities of the new latin american
cinema are far from monolithic they vary from realism to expressionism from observational
documentary to elaborate fictional constructs from imperfect cinema to a cinema that
emulates the high production values of the developed sectors from self reflexive to
transparent cinematic styles from highly industrialized modes of production to purely
artisanal ones what does not vary is the commitment to film as a vehicle for social
transformation and the expression of national and regional cultural autonomy from early
alternative cinema efforts in argentina brazil and cuba to a contemporary perspective from
within the mexican commercial industry to the emerging cinema and video production from
central america cinema and social change in latin america offers the most comprehensive
look at latin american film available today

Cinema and Social Change in Latin America 2010-06-28
falsetto film studies concordia u montreal canada deftly interviews 17 independent
filmmakers about the films they created emphasizing the more interesting aspects of how
they conceived of the films how they negotiated their way through the process of creation
and how they view their work i
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Personal Visions 2000
a critical cinema 4 is the fourth volume in scott macdonald s critical cinema series the most
extensive in depth exploration of independent cinema available in english in this new set of
interviews macdonald once again engages filmmakers in detailed discussions of their films
and of the personal experiences and political and theoretical currents that have shaped their
work the interviews are arranged to express the remarkable diversity of modern
independent cinema and the network of interconnections within the community of
filmmakers a critical cinema 4 includes the most extensive interview with the late stan
brakhage yet published a conversation with p adams sitney about his arrival on the new
york independent film scene a detailed discussion with peter kubelka about the experience
of making our african journey a conversation with jill godmilow and harun farocki on
modern political documentary jim mcbride s first extended published conversation in thirty
years a discussion with abigail child about her evolution from television documentarian to
master editor and the first extended interview with chuck workman this volume also
contains discussions with chantal akerman about her place trilogy lawrence brose on his
examination of oscar wilde s career hungarian peter forgács about his transformation of
european home movies into video operas iranian born shirin neshat on working between two
cultures and ellen spiro about exploring america with her video camera and her dog each
interview is supplemented by an introductory overview of the filmmaker s contributions a
detailed filmography and a selected bibliography complete the volume

A Critical Cinema 4 2005
collected interviews with the french director of breathless and hail mary

Jean-Luc Godard 1998
a collection of conversations about the filmmaker whose life and work spanned six decades
of film history

Fritz Lang 2003
the young the restless and the dead captures the spirit of canadian filmmakers through
interviews with the most accomplished and dynamic of yesterday s today s and tomorrow s
film greats funny provocative and enlightening the filmmakers reflect on their careers and
explore with the interviewers the issues that challenge them this book features an interview
with a late director jean claude lauzon whose work is recognized in the canon as
outstanding interviews with filmmakers who are accomplished in their fields and have to
their credit a sizeable body of work blake corbet andrew currie brent carlson guy maddin
lynne stopkewich anne wheeler gary burns and mina shum and an interview with a young
director new to the field michael dowse together these players in the canadian film scene
capture the energy success and tribulations of a fascinating cultural industry the young the
restless and the dead is the first volume in a series of interviews with key cultural creators
in the field of cinema it seeks to bring to a wide audience the insights and emotions the
trials and achievements of significant figures in canadian film george melnyk talks about the
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young the restless and the dead with eric volmers of the calgary herald read the interview
online

The Young, the Restless, and the Dead 2009-10-22
collected interviews with the french filmmaker who is sometimes called the mother of the
new wave

Agnès Varda 2014
in these engaging challenging and beguiling dialogues pamela cohn expertly draws from her
subjects personal biography and conceptual intent process and nearly subconscious
motivation personal revelation and political mission the result is a work that not only
provides a road map to the furthest regions of cinematic possibility in the early 21st century
but one whose spirited back and forth inspires the reader to think anew about artistic
possibility scott macaulay editor in chief of filmmaker magazine pamela cohn has curated
and conducted a series of interviews that simultaneously invite you to turn the page and
pause for a moment of reverie her interviews furrow the grounds where sensibilities become
cinema and attitudes become forms luke moody lucid dreaming is an unprecedented global
collection of discussions with documentary and experimental filmmakers giving film and
video its rightful place alongside the written word as an essential medium for conveying the
most urgent concerns in contemporary arts and politics in these long form conversations
film curator and arts journalist cohn draws out the thinking of some of the most intriguing
creators behind the rapidly developing movement of moving image nonfiction the collection
features individuals from a variety of backgrounds who encounter the world as cohn says
through a creative lens based in documentary practice their inspirations encompass queer
politics racism identity politics and activism the featured artists come from a multiplicity of
countries and cultures including the u s finland serbia syria kosovo china iran and australia
among those cohn profiles and converses with are karim aïnouz khalik allah maja borg
ramona diaz samira elagoz sara fattahi dónal foreman ja tovia gary ognjen glavonic barbara
hammer sky hopinka gürcan keltek adam and zack khalil khavn kaltrina krasniqi roberto
minervini terence nance orwa nyrabia chico pereira michael robinson j p sniadecki brett
story deborah stratman maryam tafakory mila turajlic lynette wallworth travis wilkerson and
shengze zhu can nonfiction film be defined how close to reality can or should documentary
storytelling be and is film and video in its less restrictive iterations truer than traditional
narratives how can a story be effectively conveyed as they consider these and many other
questions these passionate highly articulate filmmakers will inspire not only cinema
enthusiasts but activists and artists of all stripes

Lucid Dreaming 2020-05-07
not since martin scorsese in the mid 1970s has a young american filmmaker made such an
instant impact on international cinema as quentin tarantino whose pulp fiction won the
cannes film festival s grand prix award a manic talker tarantino obsesses about american
pop culture and his favorite movies and movie makers
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Quentin Tarantino 1998
drawn mostly from her long running film criticism column for the san francisco chronicle
stone interviews over 200 filmmakers from 40 countries and elicits information and opinion
about their underlying views of the world and the political and cultural contexts of their
films no index or bibliography annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Eye on the World 1997
krzysztof kieslowski s untimely death came at the height of his career after his three colors
trilogy of films garnered international acclaim and an oscar nomination and he had been
proclaimed europe s most important filmmaker by many critics born in 1941 he was only
fifty four years old when he died kieslowski himself tried to tell the story of his life and
career in the 1993 book kieslowski on kieslowski this collection by contrast reveals the
shifting voice of a filmmaker who was initially optimistic about his social and cultural role
then felt himself buffeted by the turbulent politics and events of the people s republic of
poland as described in the chronology in this book he found himself subject to the economic
censorship of post communist filmmaking how kieslowski responded at each moment of his
life what he tried to achieve with each of his films is finely detailed in thirty five selections
these pieces bring together his thesis from the famous lodz film school a manifesto written
just before the dark days of martial law in poland diary entries from the first time he was
working outside poland and numerous rare interviews from polish french and english
language sources

Krzysztof Kieslowski 2016-03-14
action draws on the very best published and unpublished interviews of the bright lights film
journal and contains many gems including the last ever interview given by francois truffaut
four months before he died

Action! 2009-07-01
documentary filmmaking is a powerful and vital element to our society and those who are
responsible for bringing real stories and issues to a creative medium often have an uncanny
ability to make a deep connection to us with their art legendary directors and
cinematographers such as the maysles brothers d a pennabaker chris hegedus errol morris
or ken burns have vividly made their marks in recent decades and continue to inspire those
who enter the field inexpensive video camera equipment and video editing software have
helped fuel a new wave of truth tellers bringing the tools of the craft within reach of
amateurs and students as well as independent journalists and filmmakers on a budget in the
art of the documentary the directors editors cinematographers and producers behind today
s most thought provoking nonfiction films reveal the thought processes methods and
collaborations that have guided their efforts from project conception to developing
producing shooting editing and releasing some of the finest documentary films of recent
decades this richly illustrated volume which will appeal to professional and aspiring
filmmakers as well as documentary enthusiasts features conversations with directors
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cinematographers editors and producers including ken burns the civil war jazz baseball
director cinematographer d a pennebaker dont look back the war room director
cinematographer albert maysles gimme shelter grey gardens director errol morris the fog of
war the thin blue line director chris hegedus startup com down from the mountain editor
larry silk pumping iron wild man blues cinematographer buddy squires the civil war ram
dass fierce grace director producer lauren lazin tupac resurrection journey of dr dre editor
director paula heredia the vagina monologues in memoriam new york city 9 11 01 director
cinematographer kirsten johnson fahrenheit 9 11 innocent until proven guilty editor geof
bartz lenny bruce swear to tell the truth he s having a baby sheila nevins president of hbo
documentaries and hbo family alison bourke executive producer for ifc cara mertes
executive producer at pbs for the pov series frazer pennebaker producer and with
contributions by carol dysinger film editor and professor nyu film school and haskell wexler
cinematographer a note about the second edition in this edition of the book we have
included the original full interviews of the producers that did not appear in the first edition
those producers include sheila nevins lauren lazin alison palmer bourke cara mertes and
frazer pennebaker the interviews of the directors cinematographers and editors have been
left in tact and are included as they appeared in the first edition the filmographies of each
interviewee have been updated to include recent works

The Art of the Documentary 2014-04-11
this work includes the collected interviews with the first japanese film director to become
widely known in the west when his film rashomon won the top prize at the venice film
festival in 1951

Akira Kurosawa 2008
john waters gus van sant and beyond gay and lesbian filmmakers in their own words

The View from Here 2007
harmony korine interviews tracks filmmaker korine s stunning rise fall and rise again
through his own evolving voice bringing together interviews collected from over two
decades this unique chronicle includes rare interviews unavailable in print for years and an
extensive new conversation recorded at the filmmaker s home in nashville after more than
twenty years harmony korine b 1973 remains one of the most prominent and yet subversive
filmmakers in america ever since his entry into the independent film scene as the
irrepressible prodigy who wrote the screenplay for larry clark s kids in 1992 korine has
retained his stature as the ultimate cinematic provocateur he both intelligently observes
modern social milieus and simultaneously thumbs his nose at them now approaching middle
age and more influential than ever korine remains intentionally sensationalistic and
ceaselessly creative he parlayed the success of kids into directing the dreamy portrait of
neglect gummo two years later with his audacious 1999 digital video drama julien donkey
boy korine continued to demonstrate a penchant for fusing experimental subversive
interests with lyrical narrative techniques surviving an early career burnout he resurfaced
with a trifecta of insightful works that built on his earlier aesthetic leanings a surprisingly
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delicate rumination on identity mister lonely a gritty quasi diary film trash humpers and a
blistering portrait of american hedonism spring breakers which yielded significant
commercial success throughout his career he has also continued as a mixed media artist
whose fields included music videos paintings photography publishing songwriting and
performance art

Harmony Korine 2014-11-27
a collection of interviews with the most intriguing film director to emerge in denmark since
the days of his great mentor in spirit carl theodor dreyer

Interviews 2003
martin scorsese b 1942 has long been considered one of america s greatest cinematic
storytellers over the last fifty years he has created some of the most iconic moments in
american film never afraid to confront controversial issues with passion while few of his
films are directly autobiographical his upbringing in new york s little italy the childhood
asthma that kept him from playing sports and his early desire to enter the priesthood all
helped form his sensibilities and later shaped his distinct style community religion violence
these themes drive a scorsese picture and whether he examines the violence that bursts
forth in the hand of travis bickle or the passion of jesus christ scorsese s mastery of the
history art and craft of filmmaking is undeniable this collection was originally edited by the
late peter brunette in 1999 and is now revised and extensively updated by robert ribera it
traces scorsese s evolution from the earliest days of the new american cinema his work with
roger corman and his days at new york university s film program to his efforts to preserve
the legacy of cinema his documentary work and his recent string of successes among new
movies discussed are the departed hugo and the wolf of wall street and the documentaries
no direction home and the blues scorsese stands out as a director producer scholar
preservationist and icon his work both behind the camera and in the service of its history
are a cornerstone of american and world cinemas in these interviews scorsese takes us from
elizabeth street to the heights of hollywood and all the journeys in between

Martin Scorsese 2017-01-05
this sequel to a critical cinema offers a new collection of interviews with independent
filmmakers that is a feast for film fans and film historians scott macdonald reveals the
sophisticated thinking of these artists regarding film politics and contemporary gender
issues the interviews explore the careers of robert breer trinh t minh ha james benning su
friedrich and godfrey reggio yoko ono discusses her cinematic collaboration with john
lennon michael snow talks about his music and films anne robertson describes her cinematic
diaries jonas mekas and bruce baillie recall the new york and california avant garde film
culture the selection has a particularly strong group of women filmmakers including yvonne
rainer laura mulvey and lizzie borden other notable artists are anthony mccall andrew noren
ross mcelwee anne severson and peter watkins
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A Critical Cinema 3 1998
since his first feature movie she s gotta have it 1986 gave him critical and commercial
success spike lee has challenged audiences with one controversial film after another lee has
made a broad range of movies including documentaries 4 little girls musicals school daze
crime dramas clockers biopics malcolm x

Spike Lee 2002
interviews with the film critic and director who was a key figure in the french new wave

François Truffaut 2008
spanning 25 years of spielberg s career this book explores the issues themes and financial
considerations surrounding his works the blockbuster creator of e t jaws and schindler s list
talks about dreams and the almighty dollar includes 10 film stills chronology filmography
and index

Steven Spielberg 2000
collected interviews with the new zealand director of the piano and portrait of a lady

Jane Campion 1999
interviews with the famed director of wild strawberries scenes from a marriage the seventh
seal saraband and other films

Ingmar Bergman 2007
the films of john waters b 1946 are some of the most powerful send ups of conventional film
forms and expectations since luis bu uel and salvador dali s un chien andalou in attempting
to reinvigorate the experience of movie going with his shock comedy waters has been
willing to take the chance of offending nearly everyone his characters have great dignity
and resourcefulness taking what s different or unacceptable or grotesque about themselves
heightening it and turning it into a handmade personal style the interviews collected here
span waters s career from 1965 to 2010 and include a new one exclusive to this edition
waters began making films in his hometown of baltimore in 1964 demonstrating an innate
talent at capturing the hideous and crude and elevating it to art he reached international
acclaim with his outrageous shock comedy pink flamingos this landmark film redefined
cinema and became a cult classic appearing in this and many of waters s early films his star
divine would consistently challenge gender definitions with polyester waters entered the
mainstream the film starred divine as an unhappy housewife who romances a former teen
idol played by tab hunter waters s commercial breakthrough hairspray told the story of
baltimore s televised sock hop program the corny collins show and how one brave girl ricki
lake used her platform as a dancer to end segregation in her town from serial mom and
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pecker to cecil b demented waters continued to infiltrate the mainstream with his unique
approach to filmmaking as a visual artist he was given a retrospective at the new museum of
contemporary art in 2004 which was shown at galleries around the world

John Waters 2011-09-13
fans and critics alike perceive wong kar wai b 1958 as an enigma his dark glasses his
nonlinear narrations and his high expectations for actors all contribute to an assumption
that he only makes art for a few high brow critics however wong s interviews show this
hong kong auteur is candid about the art of filmmaking even surprising his interlocutors by
suggesting his films are commercial and made for a popular audience wong s achievements
nevertheless feel like art house cinema his third film chungking express introduced him to a
global audience captivated by the quick and quirky editing style his cannes award winning
films happy together and in the mood for love confirmed an audience beyond the greater
chinese market his latest film the grandmaster depicts the life of a kung fu master by
breaking away from the martial arts genre in each of these films wong kar wai s signature
style experimental emotive character driven and timeless remains apparent throughout this
volume includes interviews that appear in english for the first time including some that
appeared in hong kong magazines now out of print the interviews cover every feature film
from wong s debut as tears go by to his 2013 the grandmaster

Wong Kar-wai 2017-08-15
hollywood has seen the number of camerawomen quadruple in the past 15 years women
behind the camera is the first book to offer an in depth look at the lives of camerawomen
and their struggles to succeed in a male dominated field krasilovsky presents interviews
with 23 camerawomen most of whom are pioneers in hollywood and whose experiences
cover the full range of the camera department the camerawomen interviewed include all
four women directors of photography who have achieved membership in the prestigious
american society of cinematographers one of the first female camera assistants to work at
the bbc camerawomen who worked on star trek vi and terminator 2 and a full range of
documentary experimental and video camerawomen these pioneering women who have
filmed in war zones on mountain peaks underwater and on hollywood sets discuss their
influences goals and experiences with directors and stars and the art of cinematography

Women Behind the Camera 1997-04-30
la 4e de couv porte in 3 d filmmakers conversations with creators of stereoscopic motion
pictures stereographer and film historian ray zone presents the insights of twenty one
professionals who have worked in this specialized field in this collection of interviews zone
explores the art and craft of 3 d filmmaking with producers screenwriters directors and
cinematographers interviewees range from arch oboler producer of bwana devil the 1952
feature that triggered the boom of 3 d films to producers and cinematographers who have
worked with single strip 3 d film production in the 1970s and 80s 3 d films in theme parks
current imax films and the new and still evolving format of digital 3 d cinema these
interviews provide a fascinating behind the scenes look at more than five decades of this
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unique medium this one of a kind book will interest aspiring filmmakers stereo photography
enthusiasts cinema buffs devotees of popular culture and film historians

3-D Filmmakers 2005
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